24Vac PATIO HEATER REPLACEMENT PARTS

- BURNER HEAD ASSEMBLY
  - (No Reflector): Includes Gas Valve & Ignition Control

- GAS ORIFICE
  - NAT. GAS: JP-4009-ON-J
  - PROPANE: JP-4009-OL-J

- GAS SUPPLY FITTINGS & TUBING
  1. JP-4009-IF-24J - GAS INLET FLAIR FITTING WITH NUT
  2. JP-4009-IT-24J - VALVE INLET GAS TUBE
  5. JP-4009-OT-24J - VALVE OUTLET GAS TUBE

- MAIN BURNER GAS HOSE
  - JP-4055-JN

- 24V ELECTRICAL SUPPLY WIRE HARNESS

- BASE COVER WITH MOUNTING PLATE
  - BLACK: JP-4062-BK-J
  - STAINLESS: JP-4062-SS-J

- 1 PIECE REFLECTOR
  - JP-4070-CB

- CONTROL BRACKET
  - JP-4002-CB-24J

- SPARK IGNITER

- ON / OFF TOGGLE SWITCH
  - JM-0445-XX

- BASE ENCLOSURE SCREEN
  - JP-4002-XX-24J

- IGNITION CONTROL WIRE HARNESS
  - JP-4004-CH-24J

- MAIN SUPPORT BRACKET
  - JP-4002-SB-24J

- GAS CONTROL VALVE
  - JB-0589-YY

- VALVE GROUND WIRE HARNESS
  - JP-4004-VG-24J

- BASE ENCLOSED SCREEN
  - JP-4002-XX-24J

- MOUNTING BRACKETS (Set of 3)
  - JP-4062-MB-J

- POST ASSEMBLY (1pc)
  - BLACK: JP-4PST-BK
  - STAINLESS: JP-4PST-SS

- 1 PIECE REFLECTOR
  - JP-4070-CB

- SPARK IGNITER

- BURNER HEAD BASE
  - JP-4001-XX-J